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M.*orandum of Understanding

Signed between

Indian Pharmaceutical Congress
(hereinafter referred to as I'P'C')

Through Organising Secretary, 46th I'P'C'

and

Panjab UniversitY
(hereinafter referred to as P'U.)

The Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences now renamed as U'I'P'S'

organized the 46tr IPC on the P.U. campus in December 1994. Out of the savings

of the 46ft IPC, the IPC has decided to donate Rs.18 lacs to the Panjab University

for the construction of Golden Jubilee Pharmaceutical conference Hall as part of

the Golden Jubilee Guest House project of the P'U'

The decision of IPC was communicated to the P.U. which has been duly

accepted by its appropriate bodies. In this connection IPC enter into a

Memorandum of Understanding with the P.u. on Eighth day of March, 2002 to

establish a mutually beneficial alliance for effectively using the Golden Jubilee

Pharmaceutical Hall and rooms (suits) therein for promoting acadernic and

professional activities. This would enhance the academic activities of the U'I'P'S'

and the professional activities of the IPC and also allow the P.U. to utilize the

infrastructure so created for promoting similar activities of the University on the

campus.
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Both the parties agree on the following:

l. The p.U. will build Golden Jubilee Pharmaceutical Conference Hall as part

of the Golden Jubilee Guest House for a capacity of 100 people (the

drawings as approved by the University). This would be duly furnished as

per design.

Z. The hall would be named as "Golden Jubilee Pharmaceutical Conference

Hall".

3. Atleast 4 rooms/suits in the Golden Jubilee Guest House will be earmarked

for the use of the U.I.P.S. and also for the professional members of the

I.p.C. Provision may also be made to allow U.I.P.S. to construct additional

suits as and when it generates funds.

4. The Golden Jubilee Guest House will have an offtce facility for the Golden

Jubilee Pharmaceutical Hall.

. 5. The administrative and the operational management of the Golden Jubilee

pharmaceutical Hall and Guest Rooms will be done as per the nonns

established by the P.U. The P.U. would fix charges for hiring the Golden

Jubilee Pharmaceutical Conference Hall as per its nortns. However, the

Hall will be made available free of cost for the pharmaceutical and

professional activities of the I.P.C. whenever such activities are planned.

6. The Chairman of the U.I.P.S. shall be a member of the committee so

established by P.U. for administrative pufpose of the Golden Jubilee Guest

House which would also administratively control the Golden Jubilee

Pharmaceutical Hall and the Guest rooms/suits.
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In witness hereof
singed on the day'

the duly authorized representatives have

month and year here before written.

Singed by

For and on behalf of P.U.

Registrar
Panjab University
Name: /ARenUf Stol€tr
Date: E.Z.oZ

Counter signed by

Signature
Yice Chancellor
Panjab University
Name:
Date:

Signed by
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For and on behalf of I.P.C.

Organising Secretary
466 Indian Pharmacpqtical Qpngress .
Name: S _ l<. Y1,\n.-( 147+L+
Date: B.b3.c>-

Signed by

University Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Paniab Universitv
Name;p. 0. df UPrtu
Dut"'aF/a3/oL
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Siggature" '
I)een University Instruction
Name:
Date:oE,lor)oZ
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